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Cultural Marxists have been wildly successful in 

portraying America as a fatally flawed country that 
can be saved only through radical transformation 

into a collectivist regime. 

Surveys show a majority of young people falling 

for socialist propaganda in their schools and the 

media. 

The Left is doubling down, as evidenced by the 
antics of “The Squad” of four freshman Democratic 

congresswomen who label as “racist” anyone who 
disagrees with them, including House Speaker 

Nancy Pelosi.   

Nike, the shoe company, dissed the Betsy Ross 

flag as soon as radical activist Colin Kaepernick 
complained. And some members of the U.S. 
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women’s soccer team showed utter contempt for 
the American flag while representing the United 

States in the World Cup. 

The good news is that more and more Americans 

are becoming fed up with attacks on our country, 

our heritage, free markets and religious liberty. 

How do we recruit more patriots to the cause of 

saving America?  

   

William J. Federer is the author of America’s 

God and Country Encyclopedia of Quotations, 
Backfired, and 18 other books.   His latest 

book is Who Is King in America? And Who Are 
the Counselors to the King?  An Overview of 

6,000 Years of History and Why America Is 

Unique. 

 

How can we marshal the Constitution’s 
incomparable tools and rally freedom-loving 

Americans to preserve our self-governing nation? 

William J. Federer’s AMERICAN MINUTE radio 

feature is broadcast daily across America and on 
the Internet. His Faith in History television airs on 

the TCT Network on stations across America and 

via DirectTV. 



A former U.S. congressional candidate, Bill has 
appeared on: CSPAN, FOX, The O'Reilly Factor, 

NPR, MSNBC, ABC-Time Warner Affiliates, CBN, 
TBN, INSP, TCT, FamilyNet, FamilyLand TV, Coral 

Ridge Hour, 700 Club, AT&T Cable, Charter Cable, 
Danny Fontana Show, iLife TV, FOX Strategy Room 

with Brian Kilmeade and many others. 

Bill has also been interviewed on thousands of 

radio programs, including Focus on the Family, 
Janet Parshall's America, Point of View, USA Radio 

Network, Salem Radio Network, Bott Radio 

Network, Michael Medved and many others. 

Bill has spoken across America, at events from 
Mount Rushmore to the Lincoln Memorial to the 

U.S. Capitol.  

He has addressed audiences with members of 

Congress, U.S. senators, candidates, sports stars, 
at political conventions, debates, the U.S. House 

Conference Committee, U.S. military bases, 
legislative hearings, the National Academy of 

Television Arts & Sciences and many others.  


